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We sure didn't see it coming.
 
Yes, 2020 most certainly caught us
by surprise. But that's not what
surprised us most. 

It's that we feared the worst. 

And much to our surprise, 2020
delivered many amazing moments. 

On March 20th, 2020, the Governor of NY
announced all nonessential businesses must
close. On March 26th, my very healthy father
unexpectedly passed away. I didn't know how I
was going to make it through the year, let alone
how Unshattered would. 

May I share a personal story here? I posted a
photo on my personal Instagram page March
25th, the day before the worst day ever, of tiny
little lemon blossoms growing on a sprig of a
tree in my living room. They smelled incredible. 

In the midst of very trying personal
circumstances, I babied those little blossoms,
hoping that on this tiny wisp of a tree, they
would bear fruit. 

Today, there are two tiny but beautiful lemons,
almost yellow, clinging for dear life to that
branch. The metaphor isn't lost on me. 

You better believe I'm about to make the world's
smallest glass of lemonade out of the literal and
metaphorical lemons life handed me in 2020.  

Turns out, together, we were able to turn our
"lemons" into something wonderful at
Unshattered, as well. You showed up for us in
ways we could have never imagined!

What surprised us the most in 2020? How
generous you were in making sure our work
continued. 

When we asked if you'd help us keep our women
employed so they could make and donate 9000
masks to 242 caregiving agencies in our
community? You said YES.

When we offered a new line of COVID-safe
handbags and accessories? You said YES.

When we wanted to add services, such as
therapeutic counseling and education for our
employees? You said YES.

My favorite moment of the year was when one of
our employees, who was making several hundred
masks a week, said, "thank you for allowing us to
perform such a noble task." 

That's what I want to say to you, too.
Unshattered not only kept up our work of serving
women in recovery, but we were able to do
MORE of it. Hiring more women, telling our story
nationwide, and serving our community. 

THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING US TO PERFORM
SUCH A NOBLE TASK. And thank you for joining
us to make lemonade out of those lemons. 

We couldn't have done it without you.

Gratefully,

A Letter From Kelly
Unshattered's Founder & CEO

 

Kelly Lyndgaard



IMPACT

0% Relapse Rate for Employees
100% of Employees Living
Independently within 12 months of
employment 
~$103,000 - net positive impact to
the Hudson Valley economy for
each woman we hire
5 new trainees experienced
community and growth - personally
and professionally
4 women in recovery joined the
team in full-time employment

Lots of companies today say they are
committed to social justice. Our model
has always been                IMPACT. Every
donation dollar + every penny from
every purchase stays right here -
creating employment and a second
chance for women in recovery.

added a statement to our values
committing to "support and
advocate for those disempowered
by society, particularly
communities of color who have
been denied crucial resources"
improved the representation of
communities of color on our board
and in our partnerships 
adjusted internal processes to do
more to step into the gap for
women of color
included a priority in our 2021
planning  to "focus on pathways
for highest risk populations: 
 women of color and women with
children"

We put an even more intentional
focus on improving our experience
and success rate for women of color. 

We: 
100%

What every dollar
make possible...
$29 provides 1 hour of job skills
training 
$89 provides 1 hour of
therapeutic counseling
$500 provides 4 hours of
personal or professional
development for our entire team
$4500 provides 10 weeks of
training for a new apprentice



HIGHLIGHTS

June marked over 4 years of providing full-time employment for women in
recovery

96 more months of collective sobriety achieved for our team this year

4 women in recovery gained employment with us  - in the midst of the
pandemic 

2 women on our team are pursuing higher education

3000+ pounds of fabric was spared from local waste facilities

2 single moms are achieving economic stability

In 2020, we started providing individualized counseling to our team
members as we scale our trauma-informed, healing-centered workplace. 

We designed and implemented a robust employee development strategy to
manage the personal, professional, and spiritual growth of team members at
the individual level.

Our approach includes more than employment and job skills training. We offer a
comprehensive personal and professional development model. Employees use
10% of their paid work week for education, therapeutic counseling, and more. 
 

REVIEW
2020 IN 

We now employ two single mothers who are thriving. 
 

We believe we may be  the only pipeline in the country where - through
our partnership with the Hoving Home - a woman can come into

recovery, keep her children with her, and have employment waiting for
her at the end of her recovery program.

WINNER! Best Social Enterprise, 2020



NATIONALLY
NOTEWORTHY

REVIEW
2020 IN 

We received significant national attention in 2020.
As a result, we received sales from all over the country! 

 
This sales growth enabled us to increase wages by an average of 25%

for anyone who had been on our team for >1 year!

NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt
CBS News: "Relapse rates for
substance abuse disorders range
from 40 to 60%, but Unshattered
says, since starting four years ago,
the rate for women who work here is
zero.” 
Fox Business: "Each bag features a
gold thread honoring the Japanese
art of Kintsugi, historically used to
repair the cracks in broken pottery.
It is a form of art and that term now
signifies something becoming more
beautiful for having been broken -- a
valuable lesson amid the 2020
pandemic and beyond.”
OZY
The Epoch Times
Ginger Zee, ABC News chief
meteorologist: “These women have
suffered in circumstances like
addiction, trafficking, abuse,
abandonment, incarceration… and
they become artists who handcraft
one-of-a-kind handbags from
upcycled materials.”
Best-selling author & blogger Sarah
Bessey: “Everyone who carries an
Unshattered handbag is directly
helping a woman in recovery to
rebuild her life.” 

Our business model stands out! 
We are grateful to have had national
recognition throughout 2020...



"I had the chance to visit Unshattered. Best trip
ever! The items they make are as good as any
'designer' bag. In my opinion they are better. The
quality and designs are excellent. And best of all
you're supporting some special women!" - Judy

Custom  Clutch
from Wedding Gown

"I fell in love with their story, their mission and their vision
since I came upon their site. I was honored to meet the team
and tour the location. This is truly a non-profit with heart and
soul. I guarantee you will all fall in love with Unshattered!" 
- Barbara

Custom Backpack
from Firefighter Uniform

INTRODUCING! Wipe-Clean
Premium Vinyl Collection
White Errand Bag with Navy Accent

"I am so impressed by the masks! I’ve been
making my own masks and these are the
first ones I purchased and they do not
disappoint. They are amazing and I’m proud
to say I bought them from Unshattered! " - 
 Maribeth

NEW! Mask & Pouch set
from Upcycled US Army Uniform 

Highlights
Product 

3,049 bags sold in 2020
Bags shipped to 20 states 
Most Popular Design: one of the newest
additions to our lineup: our uber-practical
Mask & Pouch Set



NOTHING we do would be
possible without the gracious
support we receive from our
amazing donors.

It took 686 of you to help us
get through 2020. 

We want to express our
heartfelt gratitude to every
one of you.

THANK YOU!

We thank you

our programs
for your continued

support in

Donors
Our special thanks to Marianne
Murray, from Carve for a Cause, who
shared her motivation for giving:

“Visually, we're drawn to the tangible
product - the pocketbook or bag - but
they also could be making me a
beautiful cup of coffee or serving me
delicious breakfast.
The point is that these women, who
have been brave enough to go
through a residential program and
want to turn their lives around, have
an avenue to do that."

" I think it's an unbelievable model
that is addressing that piece in our
society, and in our country, of this
opioid crisis and other addiction
issues: What do you do after
[recovery]?"

“I felt kind of compelled to get involved because of the model that
Kelly has created with the women, 

and creating a pathway for economic and financial independence
and empowerment.” 

 
-  MARIANNE MURRAY



The Numbers

General Donations
47.9%

Capital Project 
2.9%

Sales 
30%

Other 
12.6%

Restricted Donations
6.7%

Donations for noncapital projects grew by 198% 
Sales grew by 7% (accounting for 3.5 month period where
we were unable to manufacture anything but PPE)
Total Growth: 17% increase over 2019
$8000+ in donations on Giving Tuesday alone! We were
honored by the generosity of donors from all over the
country.

MORE NOTABLE FIGURES:



Like all businesses deemed non-
essential, we faced a state-mandated
shutdown in March. But within 24
hours, our team pivoted operations to
manufacturing PPE

Not a single employee suffered loss of
wages during the pandemic

We made and donated 9000 face
masks to 242 local caregiving
agencies

In the midst of massive economic
uncertainty, we still experienced
annual sales growth

Online retail, historically around 16% of
sales, GREW to 80% by the end of
2020

Seminars and workshops for the
personal and professional
development of our women suddenly
needed to shift to a virtual model, but
we embraced it- widening our pool to
a national roster of over 50 volunteers,
business leaders and officials

Resiliency

We have two
women who

began pursuing
higher education

in 2020.
One of whom will
be the first in her
family to achieve
a college degree. 

Our goal has always been to
serve more women

But space remains our biggest
constraint. In 2020, physical
distance requirements only added
to our limitations. 

Disappointingly, the contract on
the spacious building we were
poised to purchase fell through, as
COVID-related process delays
mounted through the summer. 

This turn of events meant we had
to redirect our growth strategy:
instead of scaling the number of
women we serve in a new physical
space, we have been diligently
working to scale our operations
while we actively search for a new
building.



Minnesota District Court Judge and
member of Federal Advisory Commission of

the National Commission on Forensic Science. 

Pam King

Children’s Pastor, Teacher and
Spiritual Mentor,

Valley Christian Church, NY

Jennifer
Rosario

Retired IBM Senior Executive and General
Manager, Episcopal Delegate for
Administration of the Diocese of Bridgeport

Pat Toole

The
Board

Karen Johnson

Nutritionist, Business Owner,
and Post-recovery Advocate

THANK YOU FOR SERVING US!



Our Vision...
We are already looking forward to what we can accomplish
together in 2021...

2020 has not only proven our model, it has created even more
demand for it. Bottom line - it works. We are passionate about
creating even more jobs and more sustainable paths forward for
women overcoming addiction.

Here's where we're focused on in 2021 to make that happen...

1) Grow our capacity to serve well 
Expand to a larger property
Invest in staffing for growth
Increase revenue 
Improve customer engagement 
Focus on pathways for highest risk populations:  women of color
and women with children
 

2) Build scalable systems of accountability and transparency 
Increase Board capacity 
Mature our production tracking systems
Expand contribution tracking across all roles
Use data to solve problems and create systems
 

3) Shift to a fashion brand to drive sales and create more jobs. We
believe the industry can be as beautiful as its products!

Introduce a high-end, luxury "Atelier" line
Pursue features in fashion media
Expand our Marist relationship toward a Social Enterprise lab

Our vision is to create more and more stories of true recovery and
thriving, sustained sobriety. Come alongside us as an Ambassador
of Possibility, as we show the world what ending the addiction
relapse cycle looks like!

WWW .  UNSHATTERED .ORG


